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Abstract

The low cost and availab~ility of clusters of workstations have lead researchers to re-explore dis-

tribmitedl comnputing using indlepenident workstations. This approach may provide better cost /perfornmance

than tightly coupled niult iprocessors. In practice, this approach often utilizes wasted cycle., to run

parallel job~s. In t his paper we address thle feasib~ility of such a non-dedicated parallel process-

iog environnitint atssuniing workstation processes have preemptive priority over parallel tasks. We

develop an analytical model to predirt parallel job) response timnes. Our model provides inisight

into how significantly workst at in owner interferonce degrades parallel programn performiance. A

wew termi task ratio whichl relates the parallel task dertiand to the niean service demoand f non

parallel workstati d: processes is nt roducd. 'We propo)Se that task ratio is a useful toet nic fo~r
Ift ernziining h(,w large the eniaiid of a parallel application.s nilist I- in order t, miake ,flcient uso

4a noti-dedicated list ribuit ed svsteni
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1 Introduction 4
U

Most early parallel processing research focused on using distributed systems to speedup computa-

tions. The basic approach was to utilize many computers connected via a local area network (LAN)

to execute a parallel job. We will refer to this environment as distributed computing. With the advent

of multiprocessor architectures the majority of the focus shifted from distributed computing to multi-

processing, the major distinction being the tightly coupled architecture allowing more finely grained

parallelism.

Recently, a significant portion of the parallel community has returned to the distributed processing

approach. Several commercial and noncommercial tools have been developed to support distributed

computing. One widely used tool is the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) project [9, 5, 1, 2]. According

to the authors, PVM is now being used at more than 100 sites. A major driving force behind

the reevaluation of distributed computing is the high cost of parallel computers. Using a group of

workstations connected via a LAN may provide better cost/performance, or may be the only way to

achieve high performance within budget constraints for some organizations. Another factor in favor

of distributed computing is the availability of many lightly loaded workstations. These otherwise

wasted idle cycles can be used by a distributed computation to provided speedups and/or to solve

large problems that otherwise could not be tackled.

It is clear that many problems are amenable to the distributed computing approach [3]. However.

for some applications, the inherent synchronization requirements, communication/computation ratio.

and the granularity of parallelism may limit the obtained performance. Even for the "good" applica-

tions, a tacit assumption of the expected high performance is that a system of dedicated workstations

are used. which may not be true in practice. In this paper we study the performance of distributed

computing in a non-dedicated system assuming workstation owner processes have preemptive priority

over parallel tasks

We assume the parallel application considered belongs to the class of programs that can run

efficiently in a dedicated distributed computing environment. We do not consider the effects of

synchronization, communication, or granularity of parallelism. Given the program executes efficiently

in a dedicated system, we wish to determine whether we can achieve good performance in a non-

dedicated system.

One factor that must be considered in a non-dedicated system is how intrusive the parallel pro-

granis are to the owners of the workstations and vice versa. The priority of the parallel tasks relative

to the priority of processes initiated by the owner of the workstation can have a significant impact on

tho performance of both the parallel job and the owner's serial jobs. We assume that a works.tation 0

owner is not tolerant of other people using their workstation, and hence surmise the most appropriate

0
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model of such a system is to assume workstation owner processes have preemptive priority over pro- 6
cesses belonging to a parallel job. Hence, use of the workstation will interfere with parallel program

performance. The major goal of this paper is to provide insight into how significantly workstation

owner interference degrades parallel program performance. We seek to answer the question, -When 4

is distributed computing in a non-dedicated environment where workstation owner processes have

preemptive priority over parallel tasks a viable approach?"

An analytical model is developed to predict the performance under the non-dedicated assumption.

The new term task ratio is introduced along with new metrics that incorporate the utilization of

workstations by owner processes. We find that the task ratio plays an important role in the overall

performance, possibly as important as the communication/computation ratio in a dedicated system.

The analytical model provides the relationships between the identified parameters and shows how

these parameters influence the overall response time.

In addition to our analysis, a hypothetical local computation [(1] problem is implemented with

PVM on systems with I to 12 homogeneous workstations. These initial experimental results confirm

the qualitative results from the analytical model.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the analytical model and introduce

new parameters and metrics for non-dedicated distributed computing. The results from our analysis

are presented in Section 3. Experimental results with PVM on 12 homogeneous workstations are 0 0
presented in Section 4, and our conclusions are in Section 5.

2 Model Description, Analysis and Simulation

In this section we describe our system model, our analysis technique, and simulation model. We

make simplifying assumptions that favor the distributed computing approach. In particular, we

assume a parallel job is composed of WV tasks (one per workstation), and the computation is perfectly

balanced among these tasks. In addition, the parallel job is composed of one single parallel phase S

with no communication or synchronization requirements other than the final synchronization which

occurs when all of the tasks have completed. Hlence, we are assuming perfect parallelism of the

problem. This model is simplistic, but provides the best case scenario for a distributed computing

environment. In addition, by not incorporating communication oir synchronization requireuments iunto •

the model we are able to attribute all degradation of parallel program performance too workstaation

process interference. Since our assumptions are always optimistic, the model predictions pri~vide an

upper bound on expected performance.

%Ve assume there are W homogeneous workstations in the system and that there is own, owner per

workstation. Workstation owners are in a continuous cycle of thimking (idle time) and t hen ,mse tini.
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Table 1: Notational Definitions
N

J' Total demand of the parallel job.
W Number of workstations in the system.T Demand of one parallel task = 3' / W.

* Time a owner process uses the workstation.
1 Utilization of a workstation by owner.
P Probability of the owner requesting the 0

processor during a given time step.
Et Mean expected task completion time.
EJ Mean expected job completion time.

We assume there is one parallel job being executed on the system at a time.

In table I we define our notation used through out the paper. The demand of a job is the total

computing cycles (time) needed for the job.

2.1 Model Description

Our model is a discrete time model. We assume a geometric distribution with mean p for the owner

think time. i. e. at each time unit the owner requests the processor with probability P. When an owner 0
process starts execution an executing parallel task is suspended and the owner process is immediately

started. The owner process executes for C) units. Once the owner processes completes execution, the

parallel task restarts execution and is guaranteed to complete at least one unit of work before the

owner may issue another process requesting the processor. S

The model guarantees the parallel task will complete in at most T+(T x 0) units. Task execution

time at a single workstation is thus the sum of task demand plus the time to complete any owner

processes that occur during the tasks tenure in the system, i. e.

task time = T + (n x O), (l)

where n equals the number of owner process requests. The owner process can make a request after

each unit of time the parallel task uses the processor, hence the number of owner requests is binomially 5

distributed:

Bin(T, n, P)= (T ) P (I - P)T'lTl (2) .

3
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Thus, expected task execution time is equal to

s=0

The job execution time is the time until the last of the parallel tasks completes execution. Thus,

job completion time is at least T units and at most T + (T x 0) units. We first derive the probability

that job execution time equals i and then from these probabilities get the expectation.

Let S[n] equal the probability that an individual task is interrupted by at most n owner processes.

n

S[nI = ZBin(T,i, P). (4)
i=0

Let C[W,n] equal the probability that all parallel tasks are interrupted by at most n owner

processes. By independence, 0

C[W,n] = (S[n])w. (5)

Let Max[W,n] equal the probability that the maximum number of owner process interferences 0 0
over all the parallel tasks is equal to n.

Maz[W,n] = C[W,n] - C[W,n - 1]. (6)

Using these functions, expected job execution time is calculated as:

"T
E, = T + L 0o.i. Max[W,n]. (7)

t=0

Owner utilization (1U) can be calculated as:

1 0 0= 0+ I/1 ())

For the p rploses of analysi s we were foirted to mnake sonti simplifying assumptions. Oir model

makes assumptions t hat favor the dist ribated cromputing approach, hence the model provides a h1(o'&r

h omid on experted respo•tse timte. In particular. the imiodel is optinmistic with regards to hle t hre,

following points:



At

" We assume parallel task times are deterministic. Although this is one of the goals of parallel

algorithm design, in practice there is often some imbalance of load. U

"* Variance of owner process service demands. We have assuned a deterministic owner process

service demand when in fact typical processes experience a much larger variance [7]. Assuming

a distribution with more variance could cause some parallel tasks to be delayed much longer

than T + (T x 0). 0

"* Guaranteeing the parallel task at least one unit of execution between requests. In a real system

owner processes may be reissued in less time, thus parallel tasks could be delayed longer than

(T x 0).

These assumptions together clearly show that our results are optimistic. and hence actual perfor-

mance could be worse than predicted by our observations.

2.2 Simulation Description

We have simulated the system using the ('SIM simulation language [8]. The purpose of the simulation

is solely to validate the coding of our analysis. We intend to use our simulation in future work to

explore other service demand distributions. S 0

AN results have confidence intervals of I percent or less at a 90 percent confidence level. Confidence

intervals are calculated using batch means [4] with 20 batches per simnulation run and a hatch size

of 1000 samples. WVe duplicated the experiment found in figure 1 of this paper and the simulation

results were identical to the analysis thus verifying the correctness of analysis code. We did not plot

the results since they are indistinguishable fronm the analysis.

3 Analysis Results

In this section we present the results from our analysis. All results in this section assume an owner

pro(,es has preemptive priority over a parallel task. We first present results for a fixed siv.e problem.

and then discuss the impact of scaling problem size with tle number of workstations.

3.1 Fixed-Size Speedup

W'e first address the benefit of the distribited coiputing approach for a fixod-size jol. lit thii

ca~p. thte rlPsirPrl goal of parallelizing the program is to achieve faster execution tiioes, hence we, tIsii

expected ,,peedup as our primary metric. Since the standard definitionf -fspeedup doe,, not take into

4



consideration the cycles consumed by the (higher priority) owner processes, we also define the metric 0
ucighted-spcedup. We also consider the metrics efficiency and utighted-efficicney to illustrate more

concretely the achieved percent of optimal performance. Specifically, once again let J equal the total

job demand, W equal the number of workstations, E, equal the expected job completion time, and

1 equal the owner process utilization of the workstations. Then:

Task Ratio T

Speedup =

Weighted-Speedup = ((1 -14) E,

Efficiency 7/ E

Weighted- Efficiency = /-1) E,

The expected speedup and efficiency metrics are of interest if a user wishes to determine the

benefit of parallelizing the job relative to running the program on a single dedicated machine. The

weighted metrics incorporate utilization to clearly demonstrate how effectively the parallel program * *
is able to use the idle system cycles. We focus primarily on the weighted metrics since they provide

a better metric for determining how well the distributed computing approach can utilize idle cycles.

in figure 1 we plot speedup versus the number of workstations for workstations utilizations of

I'Z . 5. 10'7(. and 207f assuming a parallel job demand (.J) equal to 1000 units, and an owner 0

processes demand (0) equal to 10 units. For a given utilization we assumre all workstations have the

same owner proicess utilization. The top curve is the theoretical optimal speedup. i.e. unitary linear.

The speedup curves are concave increasing, i.e. the benefit of adding more nodes decreases as ndles

are added, despite ignoring overhead for parallelizing the program (synchronization. comtmniicatiin.

nonn-halanced load. etc). At, 100 nodes the speedup for a system with only I'7 utilization is only 61',,

of the optimal sp•eedup, for a 207 utilization the speedup is only 32.5WX ,of the optimal speedup.

To present the efficiency of the system. i.e. how close to optimal speedups are achivved, we il)hit
,,flicienmcy versus number of nodes in figure 2. 0

lit hoth 4f the preceding plots we compare the performattceo of the parallel programl execuitid ()I

a ,ystenmu of workstations with a given owner utilization to that (of the sanrue piriigram execuitoed (i i a

single mndv with no owner utilization. To focus on the how effective distributed monputing utilie.s

wasted cycles we consider the weighted-speedup and weighted-efficiency imetrics. lih figures 1 and 1 weX

plot weighted-speedup and weighted-efficiency versus the number of nodes for the same parampieters as

6Af
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in figures 1 and 2. Note the weighted-efficiency is still only 61.5% (41% ) for a utilization of 17, (207).

Hence, even once owner utilization is taken into consideration achieved performance is significantly

worse than optimal. 0

One cause for the degradation of performance is that the probability of one of the workstations

experiencing a transient period of high utilization increases as the number of nodes increases. Since

the parallel job must wait for each task to complete execution, just one workstation experiencing a

transient high utilization will slow down the entire computation, hence performance degrades as the

number of workstations increases.

A second more subtle cause of performance degradation results from a decrease in the ratio of

parallel task time to owner process task time (task ratio). To demonstrate this effect consider what

happens if we increase the parallel job demand from 1K units to 10K units. In figure 5 and 6 we plot

the weighted-speedup and weighted-efficiencies for the same experiment as in figures 3 and -4, except

job demand equals 10K. The weighted-speedups and weighted-efficiencies for a job demand of 10K

units are much higher than their counterparts in figure 3 and 4. For J equal to 10K, T equals 100

units for a 100 workstation system, whereas .J equal to 1K results in a T equal to 10 units for a

100 workstation system. Tasks of demand 10 units experience a proportionally larger delay by owner

processes than tasks requiring 100 units.

To more clearly illustrate the point, we plot weighted-efficiency versus the task ratio for a system * 0
with 60 workstations in figure 7. (The plot for weightPd-speedups is identical except the Y-axis is

.cale(l from 0 to 60 instead of 0 to 1.) From the figure we conclude that in order to achieve acceptahle

efficiencys, and thus good speedups, we must ensure that the parallel task demand is sufficientlY large

relative to the average demand of owner processes, i. e. we must ensure a large task ratio. S

In the previous experiment we fixed the number of workstations equal to 60. In figure 8 we

plot the weighted-efficiency versus task ratio for various system sizes for an owner utilization of 10%.

Sensitivity to the task ratio increases with system size.

One of the main conclusions from these experiments is that in order to achieve good speedups for

fixed size problems. it is essential that the task ratio be sufficiently large. Similar to the computation

to communication ratio being an important consideration for parallel computations. the task ratio is

an important factor in non-dedicated distributed computing.

3.2 Scaled Problem Size

We now consider the effect of scaling the problem size with the number of nodes. We assume job

demand scales linearly with the number of workstations. This type of scaling has been called mu mory-

boundrd scaletip [101. With memory-bounded scaleup and perfect parallelism. ideally, we may be able

7



to complete W' timies the amount of work in t he samne timie as the original problem (in a single

workstation by using a system with W nodes [12]. Ini figure 9 we plot job execution time versuis the

ntumber of workstations assuming job demand is eoutal to 100 units times the number of workstations.

Since the problem size scales, the parallel task demand is a constant 100 units, andl hence, the task

ratio is fixed at 10. Initially there is a sharp increase in response tune as systeni size increases, but

the increase diminishes as systemi size becomes large. For system utilizatijons of 1 . 5. 10. and 20W . thle

response t itne for a p~rob~lem~ using 100 workst ationis increases byv 1.1 :30. H,. and 71WX relative to thle

response timie for a problem uising one wo~rkstation withi the saute owner utilization. Ini other words.

helt distributed computing approach offers thet potential to imicrease thle piroblemt size by a factor of

10)0 and only increase response time bY .11(7, assumminig all workstations have aI ittilizattioti of 10W.~

MIeniory -Ionintded scaleup exhitibits better perfornmance titan fixed-size colmputtinig since the task

ratio is fixed, while the task ratio iii fixed-size computing (lecreases with art increase in the nitimthr oif

workstations. We also considleredl larger job dlem~andls and found t lie increa&se in response timne to lie

evefn less. Hlence. we conclude that the dist ribuited comlputting atlihirtoli olfe~rs significant Initeti~t l for

scalinga of problems event if workstation owkner pritresses art, granted preemiptiv pi' i over para-lell

tasks.

4 Experimental Validation*

In this sevction we p~resentt preliminary results front experimient al sui ttes to validatetin anlle s Ili

itese initial stlliv~is we focus onily onl fixed size problemis. W~e have choseni to iuiplementn our ItaralltI

prograt Ilsiwing t lie( PVM package. We chose thei PVM% itaikage ba~sed on t lie( package loiving wefll knott iv t

anid highlY available. We mtade Ito) attempt to comtpare the PV.%I package wit ;in.art ot her distriltuteul

coi ott pttation packages.

Io isolatev tilie effects of workstation owner interference we aissuvo tie parallel prograttt is a

local comnpuitationt probilemt [11]. That is. thle ptrobletm has lterfoct pitarllvlisit;iand Ito iltitrprocessý

cottttiilitlicicatti. liii ptaralle~l programi forks It' patrallel tatsks, ote fo~r each worksitia olt Ii f ill,~tit

atnd each task exe~cutes- independemitlv. Each paridleI taisk is tticed- (runi ;-I ](% Itriurity ) rtin

wttrkttat iott ow.ner processes, preempttive lint tnt ovvir t lie patrallel tasks.

Our trirtiarY tnwtrifs aire ttaxttimutt task vxvcituttio titme atit 'i~lt.I lit ntitlt ctmuiitt nl Inti

fu r ;I , t ItIv su Ich I s I hi s Ii is N jIob resltomI b Ii t v Iitt ieiý,i. o, .e III l it I Ini' frontI II t ;It ttr ;IIIqI j.-Ith i~ , t ;t rttIl(- 11 ittIt itI

tiil TthIik tiieric is ittlhttetced liv t li itytrlttati of the pitralel ttmpttfintt itig tkatgt for ittitimit,

iiiltrtt t atitd citllorttitg thle results. Wo at;int to ftti it only oft tie inittttrftrtiic of wutrkst,t tion

itwttir prituesss ,tth tIn hits rvJettetI t4ieinitg risittii tlithe itt 06,i tmititrdl nItvistat. %t' finý (Iit

tlIlIt ttxirnttlnlt taskexeciltittlli nite. This tilte wa.Is ob1aititul ItY vah achit task r~ctirti tlesttlimtiti



when it started computation and noting the system time immediately when completing computation.

Each of the parallel tasks then return their task execution tinie to the master process which selects

and reports the maximum. By considering the maximum task execution time we isolate the impact

of workstation owner process interference.

We report the results from one experiment. Further experiments are currently being conducted.

The system studied is composed of at most 12 Sun EL( Sparcstations. We varied the number of 0

workstations from I to 12. first ensuring that none of the workstations are executing long running

jobs. In general the only interference is from more trivial usage such as editing files, reading mail.

news. etc. For each number of workstations considered we ran the parallel program 10 times for

each parameter value and calculated the mean of these 10 runs as our metric. Given the number 0

of workstations, the input parameter to our parallel program is the problem size. We consider five

different problem sizes: 1,2,4.8. and 16 minutes are the service demands of these problems on a single

dedicated machine. No attempt has yet been made to provide confidence intervals or more detailed

statistical analysis. 0

If figure 10 we plot the maximum task execution time versus the number of workstations for the

five different job demands assuming a fixed problem size. The solid lines are the measured values

from our experiment. The dashed lines are predictions from our analytical model where tile input

parameter for workstation owner utilization is set to 37,. We obtained the :V,, valew by computing 0 0
the irian of the machine utilizations (hY using the unix uptime conimnan() over two working dal's

when no PVNI programs were executing. The uiodels qualitative and quantitative prediction>, are in

close agreement with the measured results.

In figure I I we plot the speedup ,v.rsus the tintber of workt,lalioni. The values plut ted were 0

obtained from ntieasurenment of the sytenn. In lhii case %%, define speedup as the ratio of the mnax-

imnrn task execution time using one v•orkstation over the mnaxiniiimi task execution timlo using It'

workstations. The utilization of the machines is ve.'ry low and tHll, there is not significant degrada-

tion of parallel program performance. In a more heavily loaded system ýe wAould expecl inriuicli imtr e

degradation. Focusing (nii the S and 12 workstation cases we see that the speedup decreases a: the job

demand decreases, i.e. the speedlup for a jotb demtland of I is lower t han the spee(hip for a jol demand

of 16. This is b,-cause the task ratio i. smaller for a job demand oif I than it is for a job denand of

16. This exporimlent thus qualitative-ly validates, Ole analysis. N ote that the analysis ýshows, a More 0

,ignificant drop in speedup as Ystemni sizte increass,. Vinforriunately we onh" havy 12 humiogetioui-

workstations with %.hich to validate our results, and henuie ctin not exlperimentally validatu- this rsult.

4
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5 Conclusions and Discussion0

lit this paper we have dlevelo~ped an albstract, model of a dlist rihiteti compu~ting systetm to deletrimime

the fesbltyo sng (list rihuteti comptiting ini a non-dedicated svstemn asslinkitig workstaition owner

processes, have preemptive priority over parallel tasks. 'Flit miodel is ant ahstract ion of at parallel

prolgram igmnorinig comintinmiiatiomi antd synchronization overheads. Wec assuimie ft(li targetedl parallel

prirtarmin. execuite efficieit lv ont ;I (ltdicatetl (list rilitteti ,ystemi henice we can ignitre thles.e overlievils

imitl fttcuiz on the itmipact (of a taiti-detlicateil etvirititimetit The piiirposv of contsidIerinig t miitti-detlicatevl

>ý-~t VmII is, nit ()d #I rtiiiti if tidle ( wastIed i-'v.cles ) wtr kst ;tIionts c-ar t hit ifttiIizoei ht rot Iif(,ce exec t i ItI tti tIftit

andii to ~olvv large probldems.

['or fix*li/-.v probtlemis we have fouinid t hat gittit speetlnnpt can lbe achijeved, but tnilvY if' the

;tlititit 'f work allocatedl to each fititchiftie is siifhicietlllv largev compiared tif) thle tueinia service dltintanl

,o %%rk~ftio jn processes. Hlence. for ttttt-teilicatetl Yvtemts wheire ft( lie ork.,tatio ot wnier procu'slt'

hato pr~wniptiv pritritY tve-or pairaillel tasks. thle parallel t&sk demitatnd to t)wilr ta.sk dlemuandt ratio,

ito,k raftio) i- it tlvermiimiti faictor itn perfotrmuance ufth Itivptrallel prograhm. lit pairticllar. kwe ltitl thaitt

1.- t1t~k rat itt slitltl It at loaii ' for aI parallel jttit to iclilivi i) percenit otf ft(li pttsihtlv shovethipt. t

utiltngfir ý.ý,v-tt itilizationt. fir a Ysvmtt in Ahich vacli lititteitti otrk~tatiitti has at iitih/,;ittiim

4 )lv n.lii adliitioti. tf uta t rat io tiweiui tot achiieve '-t() irceilt if thle poiýsill' povittijp iliire-aise

jih 'v-iti'm it ilizait oi. At a it ili/atit 1 4f 10 ter-cetit tflie, ta4k ratiot titit he 131 or iiglvi-,r. aati it

uiili.ali iii of 20 ti-ri unit ft(li task rattio titimt lhe 20 ttr greater,

lI liuttmoel p(irttmt et ini this papter ;sslitiie lotcal woirkstationm proit sses have tleerittintist it serviiv

r#-qmireiuaiit, Tiij t-ii mi~imtitti implies, that rvesdts preetiteil in t his paper is co'iservative. hletiev.

1.'ii rcgir task rattio>ý airi likeoly it) he iecos~arv ito achieve gootdu perfiirmniait. Thius. biased tri tur

-tid., di~ti nutted tintiiltitig itn aI tiotiledicattd envirtim vimm it whtere workstationt owner prittisses have

prieuipt iv piirirty over pitrallel taisks is aI viabile appiroiach tinily if t he t ask rat it is sumfficienit1Y large'.

I 1w-xi tx i/s- -f t lIe( rat iti iweetlil is bitt hI applicat iont andu etivirotitttett ilepetitleti.

[,r -taleil probhlemi- uider I tifoti-ueticateth etivirtriniient . we have found that ilisirihutned ttttpuiti

ifiv IJtr, '-igniiicati? pitcituiial for t he tiheeicvt vxvettitott of sraleth probllenis. lii particuilar. assuniinig

t-i( h k rk ~Im it itii in Ii h ysem.% liv lht a utilizat itn tf pitrctntit 20) po(merit ). niiati jib rvspti ýIe tintio

ii q. tii rei-;efd 1,ý 30) p(ertuvil1 1 lieritit i ý h~i-ii tiiiijiri~iig t le rsi Iis tuu if, of iticlvul inl

l-mii tinum 1110 %,ark~t~itomls rodlativ1,if tha i 1)f pritollmi iin i ()itti wiirk-t~itiiiu with Ii -- pvi-vitti (20

,hf,, Thttf,,task r~ilit, f pnihilý 1 rluis f~ixedl. Mlidetw ilt ak rattiii 4i fixtil- si/,i 1 trit-lltii
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on communication bandwidth requirements which are ignored in our model.

\e assume the workload of the non-dedicated environment is light and the effect of long running

workstation owner jobs is not considered. How to provide reasonable execution times for parallel jobs

in a non-dedicated system with long running workstation owner jobs must be solved if distributed

computing is to be feasible in a non-dedicated environment. Currently our model only provides some

initial insights into the general problem of distributed computing in a non-dedicated system. In the

future we intend to extend the model to handle more complex workloads. In addition, we are currently

pursuing further experimental validation of our model.
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